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SOME RESULTS OF THE INVES7IGATICN CF THE PROCESS OF ACCELERATING

ELECTRONS IN A HIGH-CURFENT BET.PTECN.

V. A. Moskalev, Yu. A. Grcmov, A. V. Tsimbalist, V. G. Shestakov.

NIl t HIM - Scientific Besearch Institute) nuclear physics,

electronics and automaticn Tcmsk.

In the process of cperating the high-current betatron cn 25 MeV

[1] it was established/installed, that during tuning of accelerator

to the maximum intensity of radiaticn/emission during the cycle of

acceleration begin to appear the electromagnetic waves of high

frequency. With this was simultaneously noticed an increase in the

instability of the intensity cf radiation/emission at the output of

accelerator. In connecticn with this were carried out the

investigations and the measurements of the parameters of this

radiation/emission for the purpcse cf the explanation of its

connection/communication vith tle Frocess of the electron beam

7- ..
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acceleration, In this article are given the results of these

investigations.

The measurement of the parameters o4 4 fields, generated

in the procr.ss of acceleration, was carried out in the range from 15

MHz to 300 MHz. Reproduction cf the entire band of frequencies was

accomplished with the aid of the wideband amplifier, and the

measurement of frequcncies by measuring receiver. As the senscrs

W F fields were utili2ed bcth the broadband antenna,

arranged/located outside the accelerative chamber/camera, and the

probe, placed within the chamhei/camera. To registering apparatus the

signals from the antenna and the probe were supplied on coaxial cable

with the matched load. As a result cf measurements was

established/installed the follcwirg.

4

Page 146.

Electromagnetic radidtion carries discrete/digital character and

appears only during seine intervals cf the cycle of the accelerations

whose duration can be 10-300 ps, Characteristic form P4V signals

after their amplification and detection is given in Fig. 1.

Is here reproduced entire cycle of the acceleration whose duration

5000 ps. In the beginning and at the end of the cycle are visible

VI
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noise signals from the systems cf injection and bias of electrons

from the orbit, while in tho gap/interval betwe'n them envelcpe HP

signals. In this cycle a rumber ef generated impulses/momenta/pulses

of radio emission is equal tc six. From one cycle to the next the

moment/torque of ganeraticn, the emFlitude and a number of

impulses/momenta/pulses cf radic emission can somewhat change.

The measurement of the spectral composition of the generatable

impulses/momenta/pulses with the aid of the measuring receivers,

showad that in each of them are ccntainnd the fraquencies, which lie

at the following ranges: 47-51 MH2, 53-55 Miz, 91-101 MHz, 103-109

MHz. In this case the medium frequencies of the first two rangs ara

approximately two times less than the correspcnding to them

frequencies of the follcwlng rarges.

IiM
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Fig. 1. Oscillogram of OP frequvtqe, ,pl+ux e ou etye which appear

in the process of the electron team acceleration in the high-current

betatron cn 25 ev.

Page 147.

From the measurementz it was estatlishad/installedt that the

average/mean intensity/strength o j Eield within the

accelerative chamber/camera ccmprises at frequencies of 47-51 MHz and

53-55 MHz -10 of mV/m, and at frequencies of 96-101 MHz and 103-109

MHz of -1 mV/m. This it indicates that the medium frequencies of the

first two ranges are basic, and t%o others correspond to the second

harmonics of fundamental frequencies. In all cther sections of the

range being investigated radic emission it was not discovered.

The possible reasons for the generation of HF fields with such
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frequencies can be coherent oscillations of particles in the beam,

caused by the final conductivity cf surrounding walls, and also

excitation of the accelerative charter/camera at the natural

frequencies, which perforas in this case thp role of the locked

waveguide. Amplitude and number cf i mpuls s/mcmenta/pulses cf radio

emission strongly depend cn the current strength in orbit. The

excitation of fields at the frecuencies indicated in the accelerative

doughnut begins only with the specific magnitude of the charge of

that trapped into acceleraticn. Ir this case is generated only one

first impulse/momentum/pu]se (2_C-3C0 ps after the end of the process

of injection) and its arplitude is very small. Further increase in

the seized charge at first leads to a proportional increase in the

first impulse/momentum/pulse and to the emeirgence of the subsequent
impulses/momenta/pulses. The value cf the accelerated charge

(intensity in the impulse/momentum/Fulse) in this case also

increases. But then with some values of the seized into the

accelerations charge and amplitude cf first pulse of radio emission

begins a reduction in the value cf the acceleratad charge. This means

that the process of the generaticn ¢f first pulse of the radio

emission whose amplitude almost Is always more than the subseguent

impulses/momenta/pulses, at this value of current in orbit is

accompanied by the loss of the part of the accelerated charge. Such

losses of charge were recorded with the aid of the photomultirlinr,

placed near the accelerative charter/camera. Since the amplitude of
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first pulse of radio emission from one cycle to the next varies near

the threshold value, the stability cf the pulse intensity of

radiaticn/emission in this mode of operation of betatron

substantially doscends.

Page 148.

The degrea of the effect cf diffarent parameters and, including

amplitude of first pulse cf radio emission on the stability of the

pulse intensity of radiation/emissicn was determined via the

simultaneous recording of the random fluctuations of th~ss parameters

and comparison of their rumerical values in relative unity [2]. For

this purpose was developed the special equipment, which makes it

possible produce simultaneous reccrding to 8 parameters of betatron.

Fig. 2 depicts the part cf the combined recording of five parameters

of betatron.

Here downward are arranged/located the voltage orcillograms on magnet

Urn, the phases of injecticn ti, vcltage of the pulse of injection U!,

voltage of injection pulse and intensity of radiation/emission
S otg
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Im la .1 111:. 1

Fig. 2. The part of the cscillocram of the comibined recording of the

oscillaticns of ths parameters cf the betatron (in Ithe oscillogram

are reproduced not full/tctal/ccv~aete signal amplitudes, but their

only upper, oscillating part).

Page 149.

According to obtained numerical data of recording were constructed

the systematized correlation fields and the tables, which shcw

scattering the random fluctuaticns cf one parameter at a change in

Sanother.

Such fields and tables were con~structed for all possible paired

A
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combinations of the measured paraveters and according to them were

calculated the estimaticns of pair correlation.

II
The calculated characteristics of correlation showed that the

fluctuations of the pulse intersity of radiation/emission re

weakly correlated with the cscillations of parameters Urn, ti, Ui and

Uf. The scatter of the values of data of the parameters is such, that

it leads only to 4o/o of instab.4lity *. while roct-mean-square of

scattering the fluctuat.c¢ns of pulse .ntensity it is equal tc 28o/o.

As a result of processing the combined recording of rardcm
fluctuationsg# and amplitude of first pulse cf radio emission

(L -4. it was established/installed, that cscillations are

strcngly correlated with cscillatJcns The approximation of

empirical regression line by linear first-order equation made

possible to compose by the methcd cf least squares the Aquaticn,

which connects the amplitude cf first pulse of radio emission (in the
iI

millivolts) and relative change ir the intensity of

radiation/emission from its maximally possible level (in the

percentages).

a i( 1 )

Equation (1) is correct, when the aiplitude of IIF signal is higher

than the threshold value. This value for the probe used is equal to

190 mV. The maximum observed amplJtude of [IF signal in our

A-: + + +. +e+ +"'" 'i+ " + " ." +" ,++ + ,' 'i : I + - -P :'" :
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i experiments does not exceed 370 mY. The substitution of this valus in

(1) gives the relative instability of intrnsity 23o/o.

Thus, it, was tished/i~staled, that the3 instability of the

pulse ir.tonsity of rad!nti,.r:/zmissicn in the *nvostiga'..Pd

rode/contlitions of wor' cf tr-R .- ,relerator is weakly connected with

the fluctuations of the '. cux.ent a d is determined by the

processes, wh.:h dsvlor In the o¢lectrorn bam after injcticn with

tI:e .N f the spe, i[ic level c:* 4 he seized current.

PaqL 150.

T1'. ),ccptnt of these r.ocesses according to the pcwcr frem the

cycle to the cycle of acceleration carries noise character; therefore

the pulse intensity of radiatior/em~ssion is not correlated from cne

impulse/momentum/pulse to the next and it cannot he stabilized at the

maximum level with the aid of at Tresent the irethods of stabilization

uses..

For increasing tho cpqeraticnal stability of accelerator in the

mode/conditions of peak cutput, Is conducted the supplementary

investigation of the prccess cf accelpration and are

develc' ed/processed measures for the stabilization of this process.
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*,ii OUTPUT OF ELECTRON BEAM FVOM THE PCCELERATIVE CHAMBER OF HIGH-CURRENT

BETATRON B~Y PULSE SINGLF-TrHREAD Altr ELECTROlSTATIC M1RTHODS.

V, A. Moskav'1ev, V. V. Shashcv, A. M. Slupskiy.

NIl of nuclear physics, electronics and automation Tomsk.

The successes of recent years in an increase in the intensity of

radiation/emission frcm betatror (1) made this accelerator even more

promising both for the scientific cres and for the practical

uses/applications.

During development and operation of high-current betatrons as

all other accelerators, by very ivpertant is a question about the

economical utilization of the accelerated beam of particles. By the

solution cf this questicn are represented two basic possibilities:

the use of bremsstrahlung or cf tke eloctron team, brought cut from

the accelerative chamber/camera ir the atmosphere.

In all prepared, until now, hy us high-current betatrons was

applied thus far only first possitility. Howaver, both fcr the

iN
i'
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scientific investigations and fcr the use/application in the

production targets necessary are the intense electron beam, brought
out from the accelerative chanber/camera of high-current betatron. In

connaction with this was set the task in the team extraction cf

electrons from the accelerative ctanber/cam-ra of the high-current of

betatrons in the atmosphere.

The conclusion of the accelerated electrcn beam and Letatrons is

conducted by different rethcds; hcuever, many of them proved to be

unsuitable fcr the use/aprlicatcn to the high-current betatrons,

which have the series/row of design featuris (increased interpolar

clearance, the injectior cf electicrs with the aid of the inflector

plates, strongly deepened in the accelerative chamber/camera and

located in the plane Cf equilibrium orbit, large radial

size/dimension from the equilibriun orbit to the boundary of the

region cf radial stability and tc the external chamber wall).

Page 152.

These design features, ard also high current cf beam lead to the

considerable difficulties in the realization of the conclusion/output

of electrons from the chairber/camera and in the investigation of the

parameters of emittpd beam.

-~~~7 j7---~::

- ~ A(c ~ ~ At~ kk&. '5
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Analysis and calculation of the mathcds cf beam extracticn from

the cyclic electron acceleratcrs wade il possible to conclude that a

conclusion of electrons from the high-currsnt botatrcn can be carried

out into two stagns:

a) the preliminary slow expansion of orbit to a radius, somewhat

smaller radius of the arrangerert/pcsition of the internal plate of

inflector;

b) the conclusion/cutput cf electrons frcm the accelerative

chamber/camera from the prel!iinarily expanded orbit.

The preliminary slow expansion of orbit is conducted with the

aid of the winding, arraDged/located cn the central core. For the
supply of expansion winding is utilized the pulse generator cf

current with an amplitude of up tc 2000 A; the pulse duration - 280

ps. From the preliminarily expanded orbit the beam extraction was

realized by electrostatic and pulse single-thread by methods.

The pulse magnetic deflectcr, with the aid of which is realized

single-turn beam extracticn, consists of two short-circuited line,

one of which is arranged/located atcve median surface of accelIrator,

another - is below. The lines of deflectcr are prepared from the

plates of the stainless steel with a thickness of 1.2 mm. The
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azimuthal extent of deflector ccrjos" L440. The axial size/diDmnsion

of deflector is equal - 8,5 or, radial - 6 cm. Azimuthal angle

between the center of leading-cut window and the deflector - about

1300.

Page 153.

The supply of deflector is realized from the high-voltage oscillator

of nanosecond impulses/mcmenta/pulses. Fundamental oscillator circuit

is given in Fig. 1.

As the commutator is applied trigatrcn type gas-filled

discharger/gap, distinctive special feature/peculiarity of which is

the trigger electrode, trade in the form of the toroid, located near

cathode. Trigger electrode virtually is not charred, since through it

does not pass operating current. As filler is utilized capacitor bank

Cy by a capacity/capacitarce 5910'9 F, collected from the

capacitors/condensers of the tyre K 15-4. The charge of capacitor

bank is realized from the half-wave single-phase rectifier, trade on

the semiconductor devices of the type D 1006, The pulse duration on

the load (deflector) is determined by the length of the forming line

Lt, which is the coaxial line, prepared from the brass ducts and

filled with transformer c~l. For cbtaining the steep-sided pulse is

utilized the ppaking discharger/gap R2, connected between the forming
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and transmission lines. Tha ccmutating and Peaking discharge rs/gaps
are filled with nitrogen under the ressure 15 atm. Transmissjon line
L2 as forming, is made in the fcrr cf coaxial construction/design.
The line characteristic and deflector is equal to 25 ohms.

1,X,
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ME

I.
i . ..

Fig. 1. schematic diagram of the high-voltage oscillator cf

nanosecond impulses/mcmnta/pulses.

Key: (1). kV.

Page 154,

Into forming and transmission lines are installed the capacitive

voltage-dividers, intended for the connection of oscillograph.

Oscillator makes it possible tc obtain on the deflector

impulses/momentt/pulses ir arllitude to 100 kV, by the duration of

13-15 ns and by rise time of rulse edge - 1-2 ns.

I ,



With the aid of the dsscrited devices/equipment from theI

accelerative chamber/cawera of Hci.-current betatron is brought out

the alectron beam whosc' parameters are given in Telle 1.1

The electrostatic method of ccnclusion,'output is realV.zed with

the aid of the capacitor/condenser cf special construction/design.

For the supply of capacitcr/ccrtderser is prepared the pulse generator

of voltage with the follcwing 'parameters: the amplitude of pulse of

voltage -100 kV; the pulse duraticr -3 ps; the duration of pulse

edgP 0. 5 jis.

'4



Table 1. Parameters of the electrcn beaun, brought out by pulse

single-thread method.

('U.iaixcvu.-aJIbHafl Ki~eTi4tleclaicj oiie pp--n afie XTPOHO B a2 .aB
(5 ) RJITenHOCT 

lun pibca 3yienmq 

5 - 6 liceic

(0 
CPeAH14. 

TOR nytiia 
3a 

V;IWTeJ 
bHe BpeMR 

pa6oTH 

0 ,6 
1111(a[

(4) 
T'oIc nyqic 

B 
M,:yM 

be 

4 ,8 a

(11 pa3.eephi 

nyqxa 
y BNBOPHOI'O 

OZ Ha:

Val 6/BepkiaibHuR 

1 8 Cm

(IlyMoBaR paCX0gi4M0C'r nyLlma:

I la/ B Pop3oH1TanIHOm Hanpa.e1emiic4 20
(06 3B BepT4xaji.HoM HanpaJnen4m 10
(MjioHe)ia AnI4Ha WuewrpOHHOPO CPyCTia 1,5- h, i

Key: (1). maximum kinetic energy cf electrons. (2). eV. (3). number

of electrons in impulse/mcmentuo/rulse. (4). about. (5). duration of

pulse of radiation/emissicn. (5a), ns. (6). average/mean beam current

for long operating time (at pulse repetition freguency 25 l1z). (6a).

A., (7), beam current in Impulse/rcmentum/pulse. (8).

sizes/dimensions of beam in leadirg-cut window. (9). horizontal.

(10). vertical. (11). angular divercence of beam. (12). in hcrizontal

direction. (13). in vertical direction. (14). linear length cf
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electronic cluster.

Page 155.

The parameters of electrcn beam are given in Table 2.

Thus, utilizing one or the other methods of the beam extraction

of electrons from the high-current Letatron, it is possible tc obtain

electron beams by the duration cf the order of nanoseconds or

microseconds.

REFERENCES

l. Ponqapos.3J.., :Aoo:ca.qen B.A. , JiC(BoP0B XO.., TmToB P.3. LIaMOB

B.B., liecTaiOB a.r. 4-:-i .ie Hao. H, Cfl.bo3y: no deaI'poaa,
11para, 19066, 303-a05.

Table 2. Parameters of electrcn beam, brought out by electrostatic

method.
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1* TCOC Dnyt-P 1 B 14f I pix ccl 611

ro3p i n lytiica U P Lt1BjTOr' E n, CMIl.,l

(W~yrJioasi pa;orO; 'Ky;aoJIo~ 100

IKey: (1)e maximum kinetic energy cf electrons. (2). pMeV. (3). numbgr

of electrons in impulse/nmcmentuv/rulse. (4i) .about. (5) .duration of

emission impulse. (6). ps. (7). average/mean team current (at pulse

repetition frequency 50 H-z. (8) . jpA. (9) . beam current in

leading-out window. (12)., angular divargence cf beam.

414
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L Page 157.

ELECTROMAGNET OF COMPACT HIGII-CtIUENT BETATRON ON 25 MaY.

V. A. Moskalev, V. L. Nikclayev, G. I. Sergey.

NII of nuclear physics, electronics and automation, Tomsk, USSR.

3
Developed in N:II YaF by iosk rolytechnic institute the

constructions/d-signs of high-current b-tatrons [1, 2, 3] possess

relatively larger overall dimensicns and weight, and consume a

considerable quantity electric [cuer. The facts indicated are caused

by the fact that during tte design cf high-current betatrons the

primary attention was given tc a naximum increase in the nuwter of

accelerated particles per pulse, tut by a question of a reduction in

weight and overall sizes cf special attention it was not given. In

connection with this 3n the series/row of scientific conferencas,

including on the internaticnal syorcsium on the betatrons in 1966,

were noted the high parameters cf the beam of the accelerated

electrons, but it is indicated, that the large weight of emitter is

the essential deficiency/lack, which limits the possibility of

applying the high-current betatrons in industry and flaw detections.

7 .. W-17 ,
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teTaking into account that stated above, we during the design of

,! the new version of high-current tetatron attempted to maximally

facilitate its weight, utilizinc fcr this weight possible ard

available to us methods.

1. It is known that weight cf steel of electromagnot of

accelerator of type of betatrcn ir the first approximation, varies in

proportion to of cube of radius :; equilibrium orbit1, .Therefore

decrease o givas into the most perceptible gain in the weight. But

for decrease o it is necessary tc increase irduction in the central

A0 core.

Page 158.

All high-current betatrcne TPI, just as other types cf Tcsk

4 induction accelarators, they arc Frepared their ccld-rolled steel

4 E-330, which has the maximum induction (near the saturated region)

along the direction of rclling equal to 1.8 T. At present is
3

discharged the cold-rclled strip frcm the allcy of the type

"peremendyur" 49KF-VI (EF-581) and 15OF2. With the magnetic intensity

] H=25 A/cm the saturation induction cf alloy EF-581 is equal to 2.2 T.

j The curve of magnetization of allcy EP-581 is given in Fig. 1. Is

here for the comparison given the aralogous characteristic of
tEaiI transformer steel E-330. The use Cf an alloy EP-581 instead of steel

____I
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E-330 as the material of central core cmade it possible 1.3 times to

/ ~ increase induction in the center, to decrease and to considirably

lower the weight of magnetic circuit.

2. In usual betatrcn.s material of poles is not utilizad

completely,, and, as a consequence cf this, descends

efficiency/cost-effectiveness of installation. Tendency tcward

rays/beams tc loading poles brought and tc the production of poles

with the "deflectors" (ty projectis) and to the developmsnt of

poles with radial-latticed structure of shaped surface [4). Together

with certain reduction of weight in the first case decrease th-3

radial sizes/dimensions of winding, the secondly - increases the

cooling surfacs of pole. Frcom the pcint of view of minimum weight

best is the version of the magnetic circuit whose section is shown in

Fig. 2. However,, this ccrstruction/deslgn is not technologically

effective in the production and the assembly and does not ccnsider

the coincidence of lines ef fcrce ulth the direction of rclling. The

developed by us construction/design of electromagnet, represented in

Fig. 3be is free from these deficienc5.es/lacks. miagnetic circuit

sstly cionvets/transfery ixtoethed fpoes ecto yoape inra

simotandyvithout the clarly exresd ols the shapedr~s partn ok i

radius increasgs in accordance with a change in the magnetic flux.

The profile/airfoil of interpclar space provides the increase of "n"

on a radius in conformity [5). During capture in the acceleration of

r'-.
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more than 101z particles the cpcrating point cf betatron proves to be

shifted for the area of action cf summation resonances.

Page 159.

When n(z) var the ccrditiors for tho rescnancc in entire

operating region are not satisfied, and linear and anharmonic

resonances, through which passes the op.rating point of accelerator*

is not exerted a substantial influence on the losses of particles

[6). The calculations of the magnetic fluxes, which are closed

through the frameworks, carried cut rmploying procedure (7), and

their estimation on the vcdel, shcwed that the leakage flux composes

60o/o of the basis and dces not exceed leakage fluxes (flow from the

lateral surfaces of pole and the flow, the file closer thrcugb the

framework) the betatrcn, Frepared in the usual version.

3. Induction in steel yoke alsc of struts usually is selected on

the basis of thermal condition cf wcrk and comprises during

use/application of forced ventilaicn 1.4-1.6 T. The supply of

electromagnet KBS is rralized frcm the diagrar with the pulse

introduction/input of energy into the outline, analogous to that

described in (8]. The use/applicaticn of a pulse supply made it

possible to increase induction in steel to 1.8 T during the natural

cooling, to lower the weight cf the condenser/capacitor of batteries,
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due tc the porosity to decrease the sizss/dimensions of windcw for
Sposit ioni ng/arr an ging t~e ffaglelizirg coil.

Fundamental design characteristics of compact high-currcnt

betatron (KBS) are givcn in 1T"eI. Are hero fcr the comparison 4ivgn

the parameters of the acting high-current betatron on 25 MeV [ .

Fig. 3 depicts electromagnets BS-3 and KBS in as identical scale.

As can bs seen from table, t e weight of active steel of

electromagnet KBS 4.8 tires mcre easily of the weight of steel BS-3.

The role of different factors in a reduction in the weg t o

electromagnet KBS in ccalariscn with the betatron on 25 MeV [1] is

given in Table 2.

'-,

Al
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Page 160.

Table 1. Comparison of the paraveters of betatrons BS-3 and KBS.

------------------ -------------------- ------------
lp s me TP N KGC 130-3------------------------------ -------------------------

I ManmaaJibiUn wiieprimi ycitopemiwx
3JleKTpOliOB, 143B 25 25

2 YcHopeHRIA aapRA (qaCT11[j B v.unhbce) 1,2.10 I 2 2.1012

3 Hanpn:-I11OCTL MLPmrTioPO nomr na op-
6OITe, TZ 0,474 0,352

4 11HAjyHiu11 B MaTepmane UeHTpBani OrO
cep~e uKa, TA 2,2 , 1,8

5 4o1CAo AMUI(OB YCHopCIM B Ce HyY 50 50

6 PaA"Yc paB1}OBeoHo4 opUTri, o 18,5 27,0

7 3a3op Ha pa~iyco pa8B)IoBecHo opcUTU, CI 14,5 25,0

8 Koa ¢ittueHT cna~a ,,arHVTHoro ions iia
pa11Yc paB0mBo oi 0p611TU 0,56 0,6

9 HMoUa18A 8axBaT, oI 100 176

10 Hanpnnelie iAmeaI~lm, KB 200 200-250

II Bec aHTIHOi CT8JaU, Kr 1700 8200

12 aOapHTHme paISepH, CI #=155, h=72 234xJ74x130

13 OxazAeHUe OCTOCTBOemioe nP!4IYAyAUe1-
B03AYMHioo Hoe BOaiYui-

HOO

Key: (a). No No in sequence. (b). Parameters. (1). Maximum energy of

acceleration of electrons, MeV. (2). Accelerated charge (particles

per pulse). (3). Magnetic intensity in orbit, T. (4). Inductlcn in
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* material of central core, T. (5). tVumber of cycles of acceleration

per saccnd. (6). Radius cf equilitrium ori,,w (7). Clearance on
t; r

radius of equilibrium (8) .Coefficient of

decrease in magnetic field tc radius of equilibrium they are

upholstered,. (9). Area cf capture, cm2 . (10) . Voltage of injection,

kV, (11). Weight of active steel, kg. (12). Overall dimnensions, SO&*

(13). Cooling. (14). natural air. (15). fc--ced air.

J4
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I Table 2.

ViL;11qb3O0B,'1Mb!O flYTI4 cn1:1:ienh Y l...cu11;1u1iIe Y!OI"ladnle ~ Jima
fl/l nca '.JICHTpo?1.131'111M BMcc B % B Kr 110 C1)31310-

---- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ------- ---- - m o c SC-3 [i1
2 - - - - - - - - - 3 4f

I Y~o~1~14Iu M 1(Y1111,11 B 1i.OHTP3IOM 60 4900
COP),0111iiie C 1,8 TA~ Ao 2,2 TJ16 40

2 I1pi-!,ciieiv1e i UCT34CT~eOW KOIICTP5RH-
I ~ ~ II111 M8I'H11T~rlpoiiova 140t0TO IE-06pa3- 9

1 3 Ymenbume pacCT0O111Uf mexjy inamar-
liii OI1~fl1O0MOTX.HMIII AO p3M1OIB

I 471,0ACT,3T04I111X .1J1fp3?;0 11 PE 12:, 1HH MIC0-
Topa ita 200 KBi HI BUBOlAZI MioCHTpouon 16 430

*~ HffpWMeHOmle 11Ofl01 KOH1CTpY1CLtMII Mar-
MeIToOOeiq oaneml H6~'i~ 1395 310

5. Hp le=1M.L*10oYM 1ipi. 't

5 o lZf.4iIT13111
4 B3~eC0T0 flTa11Ufl OT ceTH

flP0MbI1A0H11Oi '4aCTOT2  12 270
------------------------------------------ --------- L

Key: (a). No No in sequence. (b). Used ways of reducing w'?ight of

electromagnet. (c). Reduction of veight in 6/. (d) . Reduction of

weight in kg in compariscn with BS-3 (1]. (1) . Increase of induction

in central cora with 1. 8 ft tc 2.2 fT. (2) . Use/applicaticfl of

six-stand magnetic structure instead of w-shaped. (3). Decreas-3 of

$.
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distance between magnetizing coils of sizes/dim- nsions, sufficient

for positioning/arranging injectcr cn 200 kV and conclusion/output of

electrons. (4). Use/applicaticn of new magnetic structure in

comparison with usual six-stand. (5). Use/application of pulse

unipolar supply instead cf supply from network/grid of industrial

frequency.

Page 161.
Jo

CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTROMAGNET.

Compact high-current betatron is designed in the six-stand

version (Fig. 3b). The shaped part of working clearance (3) and

framework (4) magnetic circuits represent unit, plates are choppad cn

jone die/stamp of steel E-330 with a thickness of 0.35 mm. Induction

from steel is accepte~d oqual to 1.8 T. Framewcrks have an

inclination/slope of 300 to the redian plane, the section yoke

growing/rising with an increase in the radius. The joint of magnetic

circuit is realized on the median plane. As intarsheet
insulation/isolation is used the clue BF. Frameworks and struts are

confined by stud bolts with the aid of necks and for guaranteeing the

solidity are baked. The assembly cf magnetic circuit is realized in

the special mold.

Vt7Z
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In the poles there are ground cpenings/arertures for central

cores (1)which are fulfilled frcm the alloy EF-581 (is provided the

use./application of the strip/film with a thickness of 0.2 mm).

Induction in the alloy is accepted equal to 2.2 T. In view of the

fact that the alloy possesses large magnetostriction; intersheet

insulation/isolation of plates and haking them into the

blocks/modules/units it is realized on special technology. The form

of the center section of air gal cf electromagnet is selected without

pancake coils, with the taper, It is analogous with that described in

[9]. Magnetizing coils (5) fcr the Furpose of the decrease of heating

by eddy currents, are coiled by a circular patch cord of the type

"Litzendraht wire" by overall secticn thrcughcut copper 185 mmz.

Page 162.

Coils frame-less, are cciled in the special fcrm cn 38 turns in each,

and they are confined with the aid of the insulating planks.

In free space (2) between ragnetic circuit and mounting plates

are placed the thyristor diagrairs of the supply of electromagnet and

displacement.
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Figs 1.

Key: (1). In, kg. (2). A/cm.
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